Location MT18
SO 75226 61813
The Canyon
Leave the footpath from where you viewed MT17 and
walk a few metres in the opposite direction from MT17
down a short slope. You will soon see a narrow ‘canyon’
on your left which has rock exposures on each side.
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Look at the rock exposure on the left (east) side (Photo B).
The rock has well-developed thin bedding; the bedding
was originally all horizontally-lying, and has later been
strongly affected by tectonic activity. The bedding is
inclined and has a ‘wavy’ appearance within part of the
exposure, and is less-wavy in other parts. Within the wavy
area, some beds have very steep dips, while others nearby
are virtually horizontal (Photo C).

* Which part of the exposure, left or right, has the most
wavy bedding?
* Find an accessible surface to take a dip and strike
reading that gives a general sense of the bedding dip.
What reading do you get?
* Look for a light-coloured, very soft layer between the
harder rock layers. The soft layer has a variable thickness;
measure (in millimetres) its maximum thickness; what do
you get?
This very soft layer is made up largely of a certain type of
clay mineral: if water is added to most clays, the water
will not sink in; with this type of clay, however, water will
readily sink into it. This absorbent clay mineral is called
smectite. Some soft clay deposits rich in this absorbent
clay mineral were originally very fine volcanic ash; such
deposits are known as bentonite. The soft clayey deposit
here has this origin of a volcanic ash.
* Is there any relationship between the very soft layer and
the degree of deformation in the harder rock layers?
What is this relationship? Choose:
(a) The harder layers were pressed against the soft layer,
causing the latter to easily compress and flow, and the
adjacent harder layers to do the same.

(b) The harder layers were pressed against the soft layer,
compressing the latter and leaving the harder layers
undeformed.
* Look at the right side of the canyon. The distance
between the two sides is not great, and it could be
expected that the structures and rocks would be the same
on both sides. However, the wavy-deformed bedding and
soft clay layer are not found when traced directly across
from one side to the other. This indicates that the rocks
have been displaced from each other, so what must lie
along the canyon?

